
 

  

Put Sales in Sage Therapeutics See Value in Emerging Biotech 

Ticker/Price: SAGE ($162) 
 

Analysis: 

SAGE Therapeutics (SAGE) with 400 August $150 puts sold to open today down to $9.30 and follows 1,000 of the 

August $160 puts sold yesterday around $12. SAGE has seen buyers in the May $170 calls and January $180 calls recently 

and still has a large January put buy in open interest from mid-February. Shares have traded strong since positive PPD 

data in January and back to the rising 20-EMA today at $161. SAGE has trend support in this area with the March VPOC 

just below at $156. On a long-term look, SAGE is running into sizable volume node from 2018 but above $175 has room up 

to 52-week highs around $195. The $8.22B company trades 8.9X cash and expects to ramp revenue growth from next 

nothing in 2019 to over $450M by FY21 as they enter commercialization. SAGE priced Zulresso in March and expectations 

are for the company to gain 10% share early in the nearly $3B market. They have Phase 3 data for SAGE-217 in major 

depressive disorder due in Q4 which would expand their indication by a wide margin. Analysts have an average target for 

shares of $200 with 12 buy ratings, 1 hold, and 1 sell. Jefferies starting coverage on 4/25 at Buy with a $195 PT. They see 

Sage as one of the cleaner, de-risked growth stories currently in biotech that is reshaping the depression-treatment 

paradigm. The firm sees $4B to $6B market opportunity for SAGE-217. In April there was speculation that Biogen (BIIB) 

could be looking for deals after their failed trial in Alzheimer’s and SAGE fits their profile well if they wanted to make a 

large splash. Short interest is 8.7% and up from 7% in December. It’s down from around 13.5% in 2017. Institutional 

ownership fell 23% last quarter. Baker Bros liquidated their entire position. BB Biotech and Eventide adding to their 
positions.  

Hawk Vision:  

 
Trading Strategy: SAGE is clearly showing relative strength for good reason, a well-positioned name in a 

hot Neuro space, and put sales make sense for August as it should hold up into key Q4 data. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


